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We heard about religious Scholars, sages and saints 

who are at the same time linguist or economist or poet etc. 
That is to say they are Cognizant of all Physical and 
metaphysical Secrets. Ala Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza 
Afghani does posses this kind of Versatility  

 
Imam Ahmed Raza was a Scholar who reached 

great heights in many different spheres of knowledge 
resulting in the writing of over 1000 Articles Treaties. 
commentaries and short notes which are unique in their 
material compilation and whose precedence is difficult to 
be traced out in the recent past of Islamic History yet the 
number of critiques, Versifications, letters, discourses etc 
are countless.  

 
Imam Ahmad Raza S/0 Allama Naqi Ali Khan was 

born in Bareilly (up India ) on l4th June 1856 received his 
early education from his father and various other teachers 
and Completed his academic qualification at the age of 13 
Year, 10 months and 5 days. At this age he issued the very 
tisst Fatwa under the Supervision of his father. After the 
death of his father, he took the responsibility of Mufti as a 
lifetime vocation. He had been announcing Fatwa more 
than 50 years without fear and dread of the anthorities. He 
never charged fee for announcing Fatwa. He did every 
thing for the sake of Allah and his beloved Prophet 
Muhammad.  

 
Imam Ahmed Raza Wrote critical commentaries on 

more than 100 different faculties of knowledge. Amongst 
his writings  فتاوی رضویہ is more than worth which has been 
compiled in 12 volumes. Every volume has approximately 
1000 pages and Fatwas are not just Islamic decrees but a 
comprehensive work of research. He had a vigorous 
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Command in Hanafi Jurisprudence. Because of deep 
Minutia of Jurisprudence, he is the man of the Century. 

Imam Ahmed Raza was a true Poet .1 realy find no 
words to say about his Eulogical composition known as 
 His love for the Holy Prophet, his Power of.حدایق بخشش
imagination, his Vigorous Vocabulary, his Selection of 
Words, use of Similies and metaphors, rhythmic Couplets. 
Photographic Phraseology and his lovely expression is 
matchless. Other than Poetry, Imam Ahmed Raza has 
tremendous authority over Arabic, Persian and Urdu Prose. 
He was also an Arabic and Persian Calligrapher.  

 
Asceticism and altruism were the hail mark of 

Imam Ahmed Raza, He was authority on Islamic قطب مدار 
Mysticism as Lord of lories, and above all a true Paramour 
of the Holy Prophet صلی اهللا علیہ وسلم     

 
Imam Ahmed Raza accompanied his father in 1878. 

to Haramain to perform hajj. The first Hajj was important 
because by performing it Imam Ahmed Raza fulfilled one 
of fundamental duties of a Muslim. Additionally, while in 
the Haramain Ala Hazrat obtained certificates (sanads) in 
several fields of knowledge Hadis. Fiqh, usul-e-fiqh, and 
Tafsir — from two well known Muftis (Juris Consults) 
named, mufti Syed Ahmed Dahlan (d.1886) and mufti 
Abdul Rahman siraj  

 
Yet more honours were awarded to Imam Ahmed 

Raza. If the bestowal of Sanads by the above mentioned 
Mufties had enhanced his stature as a scholar, the following 
incident seems to bear primarily on his spirtual role. It is 
said that Hussain bin Saleh, the Shafi -I- lmam of Maqam-
e- Ibrahim Mosque near the Kaba noticed him one day 
during the evening Prayer. Although they had not been 
introduced, the man] gazed at him intently, seized him by 
the hand and took him home. There he held his forehead for 
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a long time saying at length that he saw Allah’s light in it. 
He then gave him a new name Zia -ud— Din Ahmed and a 
certificate (sanad) in Six Collection of Hadis, as well as one 
in the Qadiri Order,, Signing it with his own   
hand. In this sanad there were only eleven names 
intervening between those of Hussain bin Saleh and al-
bukhari Finally, Ahmed Raza Received another sign of 
spirtual favour at Medina: a vision one night at the Hanif 
Mosque that he had been absolved of all his sins.  

 
In 1906, Imam Ahmed Raza Performed the Second 

Pilgrimage and wrote a famous Verse  
 
Thanks Allah, The moment of that Journey has 

arrived.  
 
The learned Scholars of Mecca greeted lmam 

Ahmed Raza on this Occasion. He wrote in Mecca.  
 
1. The Treatise of Mecca on the Sources of 

Knowledge الدولۃ المکیہ بالمادۃ الغیبیہ 
2. The Judgement of Haramain on uprooting the 

infields and the liars.  حسام الحرمین علی منحر الکفر المین 
And the key of the lawyer in understanding laws 

relating to paper money کفل الفقیہ الفاہم فی احکام قرطاس والدراهم   
 
The immediate result of his approximately three 

month stay in Mecca and Madina was that Ahmed Raza 
was able to establish close relations with a number of 
leading scholars in the Haramain. In Short, Imam Ahmed 
Raza was Proclaimed the Mujaddid (renewer) of the 14th

 

Hijri Century and was confirmed that Imam Ahmed Raza 
was a leader of Sunnis, world-wide not merely in India.  

 
Imam Ahmed Raza Struggled against bidat 

(unlawful practice in Islam). In his Fatwa, treatises and 
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speeches he strove for the resurgence of Islam and it is for 
these attempts the ulema of Arabia and Indo Pak said that 
he was the revivalist of his century.  

 
Imam Ahmed Raza Possessed all the qualities of a 

good statesman. He was very well aware about the hidden 
intentions of Hindus that is why he gave the concept of two 
nation theory. He enlightened treatise on politics of the 
Muslim Nation and guided the politicians.  

 
His whole life was devoted to this mission and in 

these efforts he had to pass away from the world in 1921. 
The ground on which Muhammad Ali Jinnah and Allama 
Muhammad Iqbal based the foundation of the concept of 
Pakistan, was prepared by Imam Ahmed Raza. In Short, 
Ala Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza Khan Bareilvi, his sons, his 
Khalifas and his disciples rendered valuable services in 
freedom movement.  

 
To Talk about Economics in 1912 is like to 

square the circle. But Imam Ahmed Raza wrote an article 
 in which he mentioned four تدبیر فالح و نجات و اصالح
accomplished points pertaining to Muslim, Prosperity.  

 
1. Saving and investment  
2. Concept of Banking  
3. Mutual trade or Purchase among Muslims or 

Muslim countries ( i.e. Muslim Common Market)  
4. Propagation of Islamic Sciences  
 
These factors illuminate Ahmed Raza’s Sagacity as  

well as authority in Economics and other Social  
Sciences.  

 
Ala Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza was not only expert 

in old faculties of knowledge but the current as well. His 
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work on Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, 
Topology, Geometry, Algebra, Logarithm, Spherical 
Trignometry, Modern and ancient Philosophy, Geology, 
Psychology and Parapsychology, Geography, Phonology, 
chronometry and medical Science to mention a few, 
Shocked the world and research opinion and results baffle 
the mind which cannot comprehend that a mufti sitting at 
his desk could reach such great heights and 
accomplishments in these new faculties of knowledge.  

 
History bears a witness that he even solved the in 

determinant and insoluble questions at a stretch. Once he 
solved successfully a problem of Mathematics, much more 
complicated and even unsolved. The vice chancellor of 
Muslim University Aligarh, Dr. Sir Zia-ud-Din was so 
much astonished and pleased that he cried spontaneously 
‘Imam Ahmed Raza deserves the Nobel prize.”  

Imam Ahmed Raza as a Muslim scientist, 
comprehensively argumented in the light of Quran, that the 
Earth is static while the sun is revolving. He criticised the 
western scientists like Isaac Newton, Einstein, Copernics, 
Kepler and Galileo. He wrote a book entitled 
 in which he has eruditely analysed فوز مبین در رد حرکت زمین 
and discussed the most important doctrine of Modern 
Physics, Such as law of Gravitation, Newton’s laws of 
motion and Einstein’s theory of relativity.  

 
Dr. Abdul Salam (Scientist) appreciated the 

axiomatic and logical arguments of Imam Ahmed Raza  
As an astronomer we can never forget the gorgeous 
forecast of Imam Ahmed Raza against the fore bode of Prof 
Albert F Porta, American Astronomer in 1919. Imam 
Ahmed Raza took a stand and wrote an article in October 
1919 (A fair guide on the revolving sun and the static 
Earth), in the opposition of Albert Porta’s false Prediction. 
He gave 17 arguments to disprove the forecast. The sun 
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raised on 17th December 1919 and set normally and the 
People Witnessed the foresight of Imam Ahmed Raza. It 
was Imam Ahmed Raza’s first success over the west.  

 
Imam Ahmed Raza introduced the wave theory of  

sound and proved experimentally that following things  
are necessary for Hearing of sound.  

1. Vibrating organ  
2. Medium e.g. air/water  
3. Propagation of waves  
4. Receiver like Ear (Ear/drum/Tympanic embrane).  
 
More comprehensively he has discussed about  

phonology in his treatise الکشف الشافیا فی حکم فوٹو جرافیا 
 
In the beginning Imam Ahmed Raza explained the 

difference between the Photography and Phonography. He 
has written two preludes discussing Phonography. In the 
first Prelude he discussed.  

1. What is Sound?  
2. How it is Produced?  
3. How it is heard?  
4. After it Production, Whether remains or  

disappears?  
5. Whether it exists outside the ear or originates 

with in the ear.  
6. What is its relation to the soniferous (one that 

makes sound). Whether it is intrinsic property or extrinsic?  
7. Whether it continues to exist or not after its 

disappearance?  
 

IN THE SECOND PRELUDE HE DISCUSSED:  
 

A). Existence in the eyes  
B). Existence in the Mind  
C). Existence in the Print  
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D). Existence in the book  
Imam Ahmed Raza has written treatises on Medical 

Science.  
 
He has maintained the super macy of God and 

explained that the development of Science is the Pinnacle 
of our times. More over, he has documented that Quran is 
such a source of knowledge which is multidimentional, 
Comprehensive and Universal.  

 
He has discussed Genetics, Modern Embryology in 

detail, especially, fetal development within three layers. As 
a Technologist and Engineer, Imam Ahmed Raza 
formulated the ultrasound Machine on the basis laws of 
light (i.e. law of reflection of light and law of refraction of 
light). This invention of Imam Ahmed Raza is no doubt is 
appreciable.  
 
  LEPROSY: Ala Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza has 
explained for the first time that leprosy is non 
communicable disease in the light of Islamic thoughts. 
Now after Seventy years Medical research, it is claimed 
that leprosy is no more communicable. The German Lady 
Dr. Chris Schmotzer has appreciated the Islamic Ideas 
about leprosy offered by Imam Ahmed Raza.1  
 

As a psychologist he has discussed the clinical 
psychology and personality Formation in Fatawa Rizzawia 
and his mulfuzat. Also as an Educator Imam Ahmed Raza 
has discussed in detail the system of. Education, syllabus of 
education and ideas of Education  

 
Imam Ahmed Raza was one of the greatest Muslim 

luminaries of Indo-Pak. His contribution towards 
strengthening the foundation of faith and advancing the 
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cause of Education and Scientific knowledge stands 
unexcelled in many respects  

Imam Ahmed Raza was a unique and strange 
Personality of his age. He was above all a giant universal 
Genius and a strong mind with cyclopaediac knowledge. 
His I.Q. (Intelligence Quotient), from the very beginning, 
was 200 and remained the same throughout life.2.  

 
In fact, the highly honoured saint scholar Ala 

Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza khan is the name of a versatile 
Thinker because the Panorama of Raza’s cognition is too 
unique too apprehend. Today, internationally, the literature 
and research of Imam Raza is being studied all over the 
world.  

 
 
 
 
 

FOOTNOTES 
 

1. For detail consult a treatise.  
 Quran Medical Science and Imam Ahmed Raza  
By: Dr. Muhammad Maalik  
 
2. For detail consult I.Q. of the great psychologist  
By: Dr Muhammad Maalik  

 

 


